SAIL clocks 18% growth in proﬁt in Q1ʼFY15
Steel Authority of India Limited (SAIL) registered an
impressive performance by achieving Profit Before Tax
(PBT) of Rs 613 Crores for the April-June, 2014 quarter.
PBT was 18 % higher than the profit of Rs 521 Crores
achieved during the corresponding period last year
(CPLY). During the same period, SAIL also achieved a
turnover of Rs. 12,515 Crores registering a growth of 10%
over CPLY.
The unaudited financial results of SAIL for the quarter
April-June ’14 were taken on record by its Board of
Directors on 11th August, 2014. The company’s Profit
After Tax rose by 18% to Rs 530 Crores during
April-June 2014 from Rs 451 Crores achieved during the
same period last year. During the first quarter of the
financial year, the net worth of the company increased to
Rs 42,980 Crores as on 30.06.14 as compared to Rs
41,476 Crores on 30.06.13. The management’s
continued emphasis on production and sale of value added products has enabled significantly higher Net Sales Realization (NSR)
which was better than the earlier quarters.
SAIL has already put into operation units worth Rs. 22,000 Crores of investments and the
modernization is reaching its completion at the right time which will enable the company to
“In view of the improved
reap the benefit of a rising steel demand, buoyed by the government’s continued thrust on
sentiment and confidence
development. During the current financial year, significant progress has been made in the
across sectors with special
emphasis on major infrastructure Modernization & Expansion projects at Rourkela Steel Plant (RSP). With commencement
projects, we are focused in the of production in RSP’s New 4.3 meter wide Plate Mill and the third 150 tonne BOF
direction of commissioning balance converter, integrated operations in the modernized units of RSP has commenced.
modernization facilities at the earliest
and ramp up production from already IISCO’s massive modernization and expansion program is expected to be completed early
operationalised units to meet the third quarter. The integrated commissioning is just a few steps away. Major facilities already
growing steel demand in the coming completed include Raw Material Handling Plant, a seven meter tall Coke Oven Battery
days.
along with environment friendly dry quenching system, Sinter Plant and Wire Rod mill.
- Chairman, SAIL Mr. C.S. Verma

Economic Times (Hindi) – 12.08.2014

“We must increase the share of
Value Added Steel
in the product mix” - Chairman, SAIL
SAIL, a Maharatna company is India’s largest steel producer with about one sixth share of domestic finished steel production and
a pan India distribution network of over 2770 dealers. It is currently implementing a massive modernization and expansion plan at
an expenditure of about ` 72,000 crore to enhance Hot Metal capacity to around 23.5 million tonnes per annum (mtpa). Out of
this massive expenditure, spend on commissioning facilities for value added steel production is around ` 7,000 Crore. Apart from
targeting higher production, this plan also addresses the need for cost competitiveness by introducing state of the art technologies
and aims at enriching the product mix.
Enrichment of product mix translates to production of steel that has higher tensile strength, is corrosion resistance, can withstand higher
seismic loads and can be used in defence, ship building and railways. Production of value added steel is a high precision job that
requires great degree of expertise and is extremely challenging for metallurgists and engineers. Firstly value added steel integrates
contrasting properties in a single product for which elements like right input selection and preparation, maintaining requisite molecular
chemistry and grain orientation of the product are necessary.
Besides, excellent technical discipline and
understanding of product structure, strict compliance
to tolerances and adherence to specific requirements
of customers is a must. Every year SAIL develops
more than 20 new products. The primary focus
of these product developments is to manufacture
stronger steels with higher strength to weight ratios.
Value added steel can be best summed up by this
statement of Mr Ajai Shukla, a veteran journalist who
High grade warship steel used in the manufacture of INS Vikrant,
has described steel used in INS Vikrant, India’s first
India’s first indigenous aircraft carrier.
indigenous aircraft carrier as – “ Warship steel is a
The steel combined spe cial qualities for it to be used in building the carrier.
challenging specialty metal. It must be hard and also
tough, just as a champion gymnast must be strong as well as flexible. It must remain so at temperatures of minus 60 degrees
Celsius, when normal metal plates shatter easily. In its maritime working environment, it must resist endless corrosion from sea
water and air.”
Special steels by definition are those products that have special steel chemistry with respect to carbon and alloying or are subjected
to vacuum treatment or have been given special heat treatment or have ultrasound soundness. These steels are required for high
end applications and generally have a higher strength-to-weight ratio.
While capacity is being expanded at SAIL, with respect to each of the five integrated steel plants, eight State-of-the-art rolling mills
are being installed to produce world class products. Comparative data about the current and post expansion capacity is as follows –

Saleable Steel

Production (2012-13)
(in million tonnes)

Post Expansion Capacity
(in million tonnes)

Bhilai Steel Plant

4.364

6.56

Durgapur Steel Plant

1.926

2.12

Rourkela Steel Plant

2.144

3.99

Bokaro Steel Plant

3.330

4.18

IISCO

0.169

2.39
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While addressing SAIL employees after taking over the reins of
the company, Chairman SAIL, Mr CS Verma had advised the Sail
collective, ‘For SAIL to emerge as a niche producer of quality steel
of the highest standards, there is a need to enhance significantly
the share of value added steel in the total product mix. We need
to enhance the share of branded products in our offerings and also
move up the value chain.”
Steel with its wide application and increasing acceptance as a
resilient, multi-purpose metal has created numerous opportunities
for producing specific grades of steel that cater to certain specific
niche segments. SAIL is the first company in India to develop
Earth Quake Resistant (EQR) TMT Rebar conforming to ASTM
A706 standard.
Elucidating the need for more value-added
SAIL Steel has been used in construction
products, Director (Commercial), SAIL, Mr
of
infrastructure
facilities at IIT Hyderabad campus
Binod Kumar says, “Customers have become
very demanding and we need to meet those expectations by supplying them with products that meet their exact
specifications. While we increase our product portfolio, we must pay attention to production of special grades of
value added steel.”
With increase in its current phase of production, SAIL will add new products such as wire rods in grades used
by fasteners, MIG electrodes, high carbon wire applications etc. The new CRM from BSL will produce state-of
the-art-steel grades used in white goods for automotive and other engineering applications. SAIL would widen its product basket by
producing a wide range of Universal Sections from its new mills at IISCO and Durgapur Steel Plant. These universal sections would
replace conventional beams and provide customer with a lot of saving on steel requirements. The new plate mill from Rourkela Steel
Plant will supply up to 100 mm thickness and 4200mm width plates for all kinds of high grade applications including API, X70/80
boiler quality etc.
Speaking about the initiatives to be taken to
keep up with the times, Director (Technical),
Mr SS Mohanty says, “SAIL is on the verge of
completing its expansion plan, this will entail a
great degree of technological improvement
and commissioning of state-of-the-art mills.
SAIL is in a firm position to provide all
categories of High End user steel at a
competitive price. The objective is to produce
best quality steel that needs no or very little processing after it leaves
the plant. Appropriate use of modern technologies will greatly
enhance our production of special grades of steel.”
SAIL is setting up eight rolling mills with latest technology that will
improve the existing product mix and would install units that will give
a big boost to production of new value-added products. With these
new mills and new technologies being ushered in upstream areas,
the company will be able to offer steel products of global standards
to customers.

Big Diameter Steel pipes made of SAIL steel
being used in Krishna Drinking water scheme
June-July 2014

Conveying his expectation about completion of
projects and its impact thereof on the
company’s profitability Director (Projects &
Business Planning), Mr TS Suresh, says, “All
projects must be commissioned with a sense
of urgency. We are bringing in new
technologies for production of new varieties of
3

AJC Bose Road Flyover, Kolkata constructed with SAIL steel

quality steel. It would also be in our common interest to complete projects as per schedule to reap the benefits of this massive
investment.”
SAIL has also produced Soft Iron Plates for making magnetic detector for Indian Nutrino Observatory (INO) project and has supplied
AISI-304L grade steel for ‘A Large Ion Collider Experiment’ (ALICE), which was used in experiments that led to the discovery of
God Particle (Higgs-Boson Subatomic Particle) in 2012.
The plants have supplied more than 20,000 tonnes of High Strength Steel for Lighter Wagons, which would significantly reduce
weight of existing wagons by 33%. SAIL steel has also found application in production of Lighter Indian Domestic Cylinder which
would have a thickness of 2.4 mm instead of 2.9 mm produced earlier but would support the same pressure as the old ones.
SAIL also produces rails with High Fracture Toughness for the Indian Railways, Super Extra Deep Drawing Quality steel for the
Auto sector and special plates for Excavators, Windmills and Bridges. With these and many more grades our company has been
expanding its spectrum of products. The company produces special steels required for high end applications
with high strength to weight ratio. The demand for special steels is increasing in the country. SAIL’s current
product mix comprise around 42% special steels and after completion of the on-going Modenisation and
Expansion program would increase to more than 55%.
Another point in the favour of value added steel products is that they provide greater sales realization than
the amount invested thus boosting the profitability of the organization. Pointing out this fact Director Finance,
Mr Anil Kumar Chaudhary says, ‘Value-added products are a better sales proposition for the Company. Value
added products are manufactured according to the specific demands of the consumers and therefore, bag a
better price in the market than other finished products. If we plan to up our financial performance, we must
concentrate on value addition.”

SAIL has supplied Structural Steel for the New International
Convention Center coming up at Patna, Bihar
June-July 2014
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SAIL has prepared a New R&D Master Plan, implementation of which has been started. The plan will undertake at the Corporate
level, Technology Missions (TM) and High Impact Projects (HIP). The technology missions will include development of alternative
iron making technologies based on use of iron ore fines and non-coking coal, increasing use of medium and non-coking coal for
manufacture of iron-bearing products, direct strip casting process, thin strip/ slab casting with in-line rolling and CRGO steels
production.
The High Impact Projects will include coal washing, reduction in coking coal and increase in medium and non coking coal,
beneficiation of iron bearing raw materials, improving BF burden with higher percentage sinter and pellets. Besides, at the individual
steel plant level, “Centers of Excellence (COE)” have been created which would primarily focus on various product development and
improvements in collaboration with key customers and technology suppliers.
For transforming itself into a true global entity, SAIL has a Vision 2025. Final touches are being given to the blue print for achieving
50 million tonnes per annum hot metal production capacity by 2025, in line with the target of 300 Mtpa steel capacity in the country
by 2025.
This is with the strategic objective of achieving leadership in Indian steel sector and a position amongst the top steel companies
globally. SAIL’s Vision 2025 will address issues relating to scale of operations, products, technology, raw material sourcing, world
class R&D, diversification and global presence.
However amongst other things product development and segmenting will be a particularly big thrust areas. Even though SAIL has
a wide product portfolio, it is getting further enriched with new products like universal sections of upto 750 mm size, very long rails
(single piece of 130 m- the longest in the world); welded rail panels of 260 m long with provisions for four panel rails of 520 m
length and head hardened rails for high speed tracks. Along with these Autograde cold rolled products, wide plates upto 4.3 m width,
high quality wire rods and bars including bright bars will be other priority products.
In addition to these, there would be a further enrichment with world class products like steel for auto body for making sophisticated
cars, along with galvannealed grades, colour coated sheets, extremely high strength API grades like API X100, Cold Rolled Grain
Oriented (CRGO) electrical steels and various high strength steels for applications in the Nuclear industry and super-critical power
plants.
Plant

Process Route/New Mill

Capacity (tpa)

ISP

Universal Beam Mill

850,000

Bar Mill
Wire Rod Mill

900,000
550,000

RSP

Wide Plate Mill

1,000,000

BSP

Bar & Rod Mill

900,000

Universal Rail Mill

1,200,000

BSL

New Cold Rolling Mill

1,200,000

DSP

Medium Structural Mill

1,000,000
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Major Products
Beam Blanks (Near net shape casting)
-Parallel Flanged Beams up to 750 mm &
universal channels & angles-new
product line in SAIL system
TMT Bars & special quality bars
Electrode, Drawing, Cold Headed & general
purpose wire rods
General & Special grades plates (incl. up to API
grade X-100) Width up to 4.2 m.
Normalizing facility

TMT Bars & special quality bars. Electrode,
Drawing, Cold Headed & general purpose wire rods
Rails of up to 75 kg/m; asymmetrical rails, Head
Hardened Rails; Longest rails in the world of upto
130 m length. Welded rail panels of 260 m; later
on upto 520 m long.
High quality CR products incl. EDD, IF, Dual
phase & TRIP grades (for autobody);
galvannealed sheets

Parallel Flanged Beams up to 270 mm &
channels & angles
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2.6 Billion Tonnes Coking Coal in Mozambique
acquired by ICVL First Shipment begins in
December 2014

SAIL meets more than 70% of its coking coal requirements through imports from mines abroad. In light of the vagaries of the market
there has been a long pending need for ensuring assured supply of coking coal. The recent acquisition in Mozambique by ICVL is a
significant and historic development which is significant due to its geographical advantage of being in proximity of India. The
acquisition gives Indian steel companies a strong foothold in this sought after coal basin. The mines too are in a state of production
readiness and the first shipment from the mines is bound to be dispatched by December.

Economic Times, 31st July, 2014 (All Editions)
Few Years back, five
companies, namely SAIL,
CIL, RINL, NMDC & NTPC,
came together and formed
aFist of Steel:International
Coal Ventures Pvt. Ltd.
(ICVL), a joint venture
company, has punched
through the conventional
framework within which our
steel industry functioned
and now, no asset in the
world is out of reach. ICVL
has succeeded where many
big names in the Indian
steel industry have not. In
2011 Rio Tinto outbid ICVL
in the same venture, but
ICVL did not give up. It’s
systematic approach and
commitment
has
been
noticed world over and it is
this quality that has made it
a preferred client among
other major players. Mr.
George Hartley, Director
M&A, Rio Tinto said during
the signing that they have
confidence in ICVL as they
were assured that the mine
would be taken care of. The
impact of this deal will be
felt way into the future. This
is a legacy we have left for
the future of this company.
As per Economic Times
Report “Its not a deal, it’s a
steal”
June-July 2014
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Hindu Business Line, 31st July, 2014 (All Editions)

SAIL meets more than 70% of its coking coal
requirements through imports from mines abroad. In light
of the vagaries of the market there has been a long
pending need for ensuring assured supply of coking coal.
The recent acquisition in Mozambique by ICVL is a
significant and historic development which is significant
due to its geographical advantage of being in proximity of
India. The acquisition gives Indian steel companies a
strong foothold in this sought after coal basin. The mines
too are in a state of production readiness and the first
shipment from the mines is bound to be dispatched by
December.

the steel sector”

In a landmark acquisition of large coking coal
and thermal coal mines and assets overseas
by Indian companies, International Coal
Ventures Pvt. Ltd. (ICVL) the joint venture of
SAIL, CIL, RINL, NMDC& NTPC finalized the
takeover of Rio Tinto’s operating coal mine
and coal assets in Mozambique. These coal
mine and assets were acquired by Rio Tinto
from Riversdale Mining Ltd. in 2011. Since
then, the coal mine at Benga has been brought
to production. The mine produces prime hard
coking coal and thermal coal. The agreement
for acquisition was signed on 28th July in New
Delhi by Mr. Ajay Mathur, CEO, ICVL and Mr.
George Hartley, Director M&A, Rio Tinto in the
presence of Mr. C.S. Verma, Chairman, SAIL
& ICVL, Board of Directors and other senior
functionaries. Investec Bank PLC, London was
the financial advisor to ICVL in this acquisition.
On the deal, Hon’ble Minister of Steel, Shri
Narender Singh Tomar told a leading Business
daily “It is a big day for ICVL. This is just the
beginning of acquiring more mining assets
abroad. It (themines) has got reserves of 2.6
billion tonnes with 70% coking coal. The asset
is going to be useful for our domestic steel
industry and is in line with expansion plans of

At the signing, Chairman, SAIL & ICVL Mr. C.S. Verma said “The Mozambique acquisition by ICVL is a significant and historic
development towards assuring long-term coking coal security as Indian steel companies need higher input of raw material to fuel their
growth. We strategically placed ourselves at the right place at the right time.”

Panaromic View of the Mine

Port facility at Mozambique

Immediate plan is to optimise production of coking coal for imports to India for use in our steel plants and reduce dependence on
purchases. We currently have reservation of 32% on the Sena-Biera rail corridor and the port which is 2 Mtpa. We will utilise this
fully and more if there is any spare capacity available. First shipment of coking coal will come in December this year. Thereafter,
regular shipments would start coming. The coal is the prime variety of coking coal comparable to best grade for steel making. We
intend to meticulously plan our operations for which industry experts are being involved to be stationed at the mine site.
June-July 2014
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Economic Times (Hindi), 31st July, 2014 (All Editions)

The coal resource will become a long term
captive source of a critical raw material in
steel making in geographical proximity to
India. The coal mine and assets are located
strategically in the prime coking coal bearing
region of the Moatize Coal Basin which is
stated to be the second largest coal basin in
the world after the Bowen Basin in Australia.
The portfolio of assets acquired by ICVL
includes Benga (65%) and the Zambeze
(100%) and Tete East greenfield coal assets
which have substantial resource of coking
coal. ICVL, which had been scouting for coal
mines and assets since its inception in 2009,
has now succeeded with this large
acquisition, intended to give long term
security of supply of a critical raw material for
the steel industry. SAIL and RINL are both
increasing their capacity to 23 Mtpa and 6.3
Mtpa respectively. Their requirement of
coking coal would increase to a level of about
25 Million tonnes by 2015. Besides, NMDC is
in the process of setting up a 3 Mtpa capacity
integrated steel plant at Nagarnar in
Chhattisgarh.

Hindustan Times, 31st July, 2014 (All Editions)

June-July 2014

The operating coal mine comes with a state
of the art wash plant and surface
infrastructure with a potential to expand raw
coal production from the current 5 Million
tonnes per annum (Mtpa) to 12 Mtpa. There
is significant potential for tapping CBM from
the acquired coal resources.The first
shipment will begin from December 2014.
Coal assets of Rio Tinto Coal Mozambique
(RTCM)
• There are three coal assets of RTCM
namely Benga, Zambeze and Tete East
located in Moatize basin in Tete province,
Mozambique.
• These are mineable by open cast mining
method with mine depths of up to 500
meters.
• Consequent to take-over from Riversdale,
Rio Tinto has made substantial expenditure
on exploration, evaluation and coal quality
analysis, with a prime focus on Benga &
Zambeze, and also made expenditure on
Benga mine development.
• Benga is in production.
• Some non-coal opportunities also exists –
there are substantial reserves of
extractable Coal Bed Methane (CBM) in
Benga and Zambeze.
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The coal resource will become a long term captive source of a
critical raw material in steel making in geographical proximity to
India. The coal mine and assets are located strategically in the
prime coking coal bearing region of the Moatize Coal Basin which
is stated to be the second largest coal basin in the world after the
Bowen Basin in Australia.
The portfolio of assets acquired by ICVL includes Benga (65%)
and the Zambeze (100%) and Tete East greenfield coal assets
dwhich have substantial resource of coking coal. ICVL, which had
been scouting for coal mines and assets since its inception in
2009, has now succeeded with this large acquisition, intended to
give long term security of supply of a critical raw material for the
steel industry. SAIL and RINL are both increasing their capacity to
23 Mtpa and 6.3 Mtpa respectively. Their requirement of coking
coal would increase to a level of about 25 Million tonnes by 2015.
Besides, NMDC is in the process of setting up a 3 Mtpa capacity
integrated steel plant at Nagarnar in Chhattisgarh.
The operating coal mine comes with a state of the art wash plant
and surface infrastructure with a potential to expand raw coal
production from the current 5 Million tonnes per annum (Mtpa) to
12 Mtpa. There is significant potential for tapping CBM from the
acquired coal resources.The first shipment will begin from December 2014.
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Chairmanʼs Visit
SAIL Chairman urges RSP collective to quickly stabilise
new facilities and ramp up production
In order to expedite the pace of Modernization and Expansion
of Rourkela Steel Plant, SAIL Chairman visited the plant
lately. Exhorting the Rourkela collective to achieve the goals
set for them he said, “We need to quickly stabilise the new
facilities and ramp up production to the rated capacities at the
earliest”.
SAIL Chief witnessed the commencement of operation of the
Converter-C in the Steel Melting Shop-II. Thereafter, Mr.
Verma visited the Blast Furnace-5, the New Plate Mill and
witnessed the commencement of Plate Rolling. He also
reviewed the modernization progress made in these areas.

“We have ambitious plans for RSP’s further expansion,
in line with SAIL’s vision of attaining 50 Mtpa capacity by 2025”

Delivering the mantra for future course of action for the RSP
collective he said, “The commencement of operation of these
two major units at RSP is a shot in the arm for the company
towards completion of the ongoing modernisation and
expansion plan. We have ambitious plans for RSP’s further
expansion to 10.8 Million Tonnes Per Annum (Mtpa) as part
of SAIL’s vision to attain a capacity of 50 Mtpa, Hot Metal by
2025.”

Thereafter, Mr.Verma interacted with senior officers of Rourkela Steel Plant, here too he enthused them with his vision for the
company and brought them face to face with the tasks before them. He talked about the performance of the plant, plans for the
current year and the ongoing as well as future projects.
Mr. C.S. Verma, Chairman, SAIL, arrived at RSP on 6th June. He was accompanied by Mr. S.S. Mohanty, Director (Technical) and
Mr. T.S. Suresh, Director (Projects and Business Planning).
All the major facilities under the
modernization and expansion program at
RSP have been operationalized with
commencement of production in the new 150
Tonne Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF) and 1
Mtpa Plate Mill. The entire integrated
process route comprising the New Ore
Bedding & Blending Plant, 360 sq.m. Sinter
Plant, 7 m tall Coke Oven Battery, 4060 m3
Blast Furnace, 150T BOF, 2500 mm Slab
Caster and the New Plate Mill involving an
investment of around Rs. 12,000 crore are
operational at RSP. The capacity of the plant
has now increased from 2.0 Mtpa of Hot
Metal and 1.9 Mtpa of Crude Steel to 4.5
Mtpa of Hot Metal and 4.3 Mtpa Crude Steel
respectively. Some of the schemes under
this future expansion plan like the 3.0 Mtpa
Hot Strip Mill and the Beneficiation and
Pelletisation plant have already been
tendered out.

June-July 2014
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Communication
Bhilai reaﬃrms commitment to targets

With the aim of communicating goals and targets to the Bhilai Steel Plant collective and to develop cohesive strategies to achieve
those goals a special session named ‘Synergy’ for senior officers was held at Human Resource Development Centre of BSP on
May 26.
Mr S Chandrasekaran, CEO Bhilai, presided over the session. Congratulating the participants for a solid performance in 2013-14
he said that teamwork has been the defining factor in BSP’s success. He expressed full confidence in the capabilities of the
members of team Bhilai in achieving Annual Business Targets of 2014-15 as well. Mr Chandrasekaran emphasised the importance
of communicating targets to the last man on the shop floor. He said that every employee should be aware of what is expected
from him and should be prepared accordingly to contribute towards completion of those goals. He accorded the topmost priority
to safety and called for strictly compliance of SOPs and SMPs.

Seminar to emphasis Quick Project Implementation
A technology seminar on project management was recently
organised at DSP. The seminar was organized in collaboration
with DMRC (Delhi Metro Rail Corporation), L&T and Dasturco.
The senior officials and a large number of project officers of
DSP participated in the seminar. While speaking on the
occasion, Mr. P K Singh, CEO, DSP said, “In the increasingly
competitive market with rapidly changing technologies, the
challenge before the organisations is to ensure quick
implementation of projects. It is important for the future
profitability of the organisations. The seminar is an excellent
platform to learn the strategies and stories of successful projects
in India”. The experts from DMRC, L&T & Dasturco shared their
experiences and strategies about some of the successful
projects in the country. It was followed by detailed interaction
with participants in the seminar.
June-July 2014
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SAIL Expert Committee on
Environment draws up
Environment Action Plan

With the aim of addressing environmental issues and
improving environmental performance of SAIL, a two day
meeting of SAIL Expert Committee on Environment
Management was organized at Bhilai. The meeting
concluded on May 31. Major environmental issues discussed
included statutory & legal compliance at Plants & Mines,
adoption of appropriate treatment technologies for
improvement in effluent qualities, thrust on recovery, recycle
and reuse of solid wastes, scientific stabilization of waste
dumps, adoption of appropriate methodology for
implementation of new monitoring protocol issued by Central
Pollution Control Board, development of system for health
monitoring of pollution control systems etc.
The
expert
committee
emphasized
on
speedy
implementation of action plan finalized during the meeting.
The expert committee has been constituted by Steel
Authority of India Limited. Participants included committee
members from BSP, BSL, RSP, DSP, ISP, RDCIS, CET and
Corporate Environment Management Division Kolkata &
Delhi.
After the deliberations, an action plan was prepared to
achieve environmental objectives. The meeting of the Expert
Committee on Environment is scheduled to be held once in
every quarter.

Strategic
Outsourcing the
need of the hour Workshop at RSP
A two-day workshop on ‘Strategic Outsourcing’
was held at CPTI, RSP on 23rd May. The
two-day workshop was conducted by MTI,
Ranchi. Apart from deliberations on various
subjects related to the topic, syndicate
discussions and interaction programmes were
organized. CEO, RSP, Mr. G.S. Prasad graced
the inaugural session as the Chief Guest.
Mr R.N. Mishra, a renowned Consultant was
the key note speaker of the programme.

June-July 2014
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Innovation
Wagon Tippler revamped in-house at Bhilai

Employees of Bhilai Steel Plant, proved their spirit of enterprise yet again by revamping Wagon Tippler - 3 at Coal Preparation Plant-II
in Coke Ovens & Coal Chemical Department (CO & CCD). The tippler had been due for repair after operating for more the 10 years
without revamping.
The equipment had been last repaired in 2003 and was earmarked for revamping. The modality was planned and jobs like total
dismantling and replacement of the wagon tippler shell with other integral elements like support rollers and foundation, circular discs,
cradle platform, foundation of tippler drive motor and reducer was done in-house. The wagon pusher was completely overhauled with
need based repairs in the downstream conveyor route of Tippler-3. The revamped Tippler was inaugurated on May 23 by ED (Works),
Mr YK Degan.
Entire mechanical job was carried out within the stipulated period of 45 days. In addition to the mechanical jobs, the electrical team
completely renovated the control desk wiring and Power & Control scheme of Tippler-3. During the shutdown period, the coal supply
was regulated to match the limited downstream route availability based on two tippler operation.

In house innovation enhances sinter production at Bhilai

Successful installation of by-pass Chute and Air-Water Mist System in
Machine 1 in Sintering Plant III of BSP has ensured a production level
of nearly 7,000 – 7,700 tonnes of daily sinter supply to Blast Furnaces.
The out of the box thinking of employees from D&D, SSS, PLEM,
C&HM along with Shop Mechanical and Operation helped in coming up
with this innovation that has helped enhance sinter production
significantly.

There had been a long standing nagging maintenance problem in sinter
cooler of SP III. This caused perennial and frequent stoppages which
started affecting BF production and also the techno-economics of steel
production at large. The multi departmental team was tasked to come
up with a solution. After a series of brain storming sessions it came up
with the idea of bypassing the Sinter Cooler. An arrangement of air mist
cooling was made on the tail of Sinter Machine’s bed using nozzles
being procured by Continuous Casting Shop. Arrangement for controlling
the amount of cooling was made with the help of PLEM Department. A
control valve was also installed so that cooling is stopped if sinter
machine is stopped due to any reason.
A bypass chute was designed & fabricated in Engineering Shops and
the main chute was cut to accommodate the top end of the bypass
chute and the bottom end, delivering cooled sinter to the bunker at Dip
Rail providing material on to S100 conveyor.
June-July 2014
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Major boost to medical
services at IGH, Rourkela

In a bid to give a boost to the healthcare services at Rourkela, two
state-of-the-art facilities namely, Liquid Medical Oxygen Delivery
System and Emergency Laboratory in ICU were inaugurated at IGH
by CEO, RSP, Mr GS Prasad. It is noteworthy that use of liquid
medical oxygen for patients at IGH is first of its kind among all SAIL
hospitals. The Emergency Laboratory in ICU has been set up to help
doctors treat critically ill patients admitted to ICU, Burn Centre and
the upcoming Trauma Centre.

DSP employees improve techno-economics
Power Plant collective of DSP did a commendable job by erecting and
commissioning a crusher, recently. The power plant had two crushers
of capacity 100 T & 60 T since 1989. However, the 60T crusher
gradually became defunct due to frequent breakdowns, jamming and
lack of quality spares. As a result, the plant was totally dependent on
100T crusher without any standby unit. It posed several problems
including direct feeding of coal in the existing ground hoppers during
capital repair of the crusher. It used to lead to high percentage of
un-burnt carbon in ashes, in the four coal fired boilers, thereby
affecting the techno-economic parameters of the boilers. The power
plant collective rose to the occasion and decided to develop an
innovative solution to this perennial problem. The technical cell group
of the power plant contacted M/s TRF for the supply of ring
granulator of same capacity and specification, which could be
Power Plant employees who revamped the crusher
retrofitted in the existing platform. Through there dedicated efforts, the
power plant group introduced several modifications and made a new base. They also designed, fabricated and erected a suitable
isolating coal feed gate to avoid overloading and jamming of the crusher when kept in standby mode. A group of employees under
the leadership of Mr. S N Chatterjee, Manager, Power Plant completed the job successfully. Since then, the 100T and 60T crushers
are being run alternately to avoid direct feeding of coal to the boilers. It has resulted in better techno-economic performance of the
coal fired boilers.

AIMA innovation award won by DSP executives
The DSP team comprising Mr.Subhasish Sengupta, AGM, CEM, Mr. Nikhil Kr.
Tah, Assistant Manager, CEM and Mr. Arka Chatterjee, Junior Manager, CEM
won the prestigious jury award at AIMA’s Innovation Practitioners’ Summit held
at New Delhi. Their innovative project was ‘Reclamation of Bent Jack Shaft of
Blooming & Billet mill of ASP’. The project has been adjudged the best process
innovation in the manufacturing category by the jury. It may be mentioned that
earlier the project was adjudged the best project in the innovation scheme at
DSP, that started in April, 2013. In the first year of its inception 90 innovative
projects were registered online by both executives (up to E7) and
non-executives. All the projects were evaluated as per the scheme and the
best project team of DSP was nominated to showcase its project at AIMA’s
Innovation Practitioners’ Summit.
Winning team of DSP executives
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RSP adopts new initiative to improve equipment availability
Rourkela Steel Plant has implemented the 5-S
concept in its Winch Shop which has increased the
equipment availability. The Winch Shop of RC (M)
department caters to the need of Electrical Winches
across various units of the plant. In order to meet the
enhanced requirement and improve winch availability
it was decided to implement ‘5-S concept’ in the
Winch Shop. Revenue of approximately ` 45.50
lakhs was generated during the implementation of 5S
by disposing and relocating idle assets. The complete
workshop was divided into different bays. A beautiful
garden “Amo Bagicha” in front of Winch Workshop
has also been developed. Implementation of 5-S in
Winch Shop has led to increase in equipment
availability to 81.80 % as on date.
5-S is a concept based on five primary 5-S phases.
They can be translated from the Japanese as Sort,
Systematize, Shine, Standardize and Self-Discipline.
Implementation of the concept in the winch shop of repair & construction (mechanical) department was inaugurated by CEO RSP, Mr.
G.S Prasad on May 30th.

New facilities at RSP to improve productivity and surface quality
With the aim of improving the productivity and strip surface quality of Silicon Steel and for increasing the average line speed of
Pickling Line -2 at Cold Rolling Mill, two facilities were inaugurated by CEO, Rourkela Steel Plant (RSP), Mr GS Prasad on May
14. The facilities included Skid Mounted Acid Heating system at AP Line of Silicon Steel Mill (SSM) and an Automatic Bath Heating
System at Pickling Line-2 (PL-2) of Cold Rolling Mill (CRM). Both projects were implemented with the help of RDCIS.
The newly installed Skid Mounted Acid Heating system in the Annealing and Pickling Line will help in maintaining uniform bath
temperature in the pickling tanks thereby improving the productivity and strip surface quality. Similarly, in the Pickling Lines (PL) of
Cold Rolling Mill Graphite block heat exchangers are used to maintain the pickling bath temperature. The new system installed now
will lead to increase in average line speed of PL-2 and much more uniformity in the bath temperature.
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Timeline
RSP celebrates World Environment Day
A function was organized to celebrate ‘World Environment Day’
at CPTI Auditorium of RSP on June 5. A Rain Water Harvesting
System near Research and Control Laboratory was also
inaugurated on that day.
CEO, Mr G.S. Prasad released a booklet “Sustainable
Development for our future existence” brought out to mark the
celebrations. He also gave away prizes to employees who had
won various environment day competitions. Earlier on the same
day, CEO hoisted the Environment Flag at the Environment
Engineering Department and Environment pledge was
administered to all present.
A new garden named ‘Prakruti Udyan’ under the ‘Amara Bagicha’
scheme near the approach road to the modernisation area was
also inaugurated.

RSP units get better water purifying units

‘Amrut Ganga’ and ‘SAIL Neer’, the sixth and seventh Reverse Osmosis drinking Water System were inaugurated by CEO, RSP.
While ‘Amrut Ganga’ has been installed near the New Sinter Complex and Coke Oven Battery-6, ‘SAIL Neer’ is installed near
the Coke Oven Battery Number - 6.
June-July 2014
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Product Corner
A team of overseas customers from M/s Daewoo International, South Korea and M/s Gunung Steel Corporation,
Indonesia, visited RSP, on Jun 3. The team is expected to
place an order of 16,000 tonnes of steel on RSP. They
had earlier placed an order of 11,000 tonnes of slabs on
RSP, which has already been serviced. The processing of another
order for 20,000 tonnes of slabs is going on & dispatch will start
very soon.

International clients place
16,000 tonne order on RSP

The customers from these companies are procuring slabs from
RSP’s new Continuous Caster for their steel plants in Indonesia
and other South East Asian countries.
The team interacted with CEO, RSP, Mr GS Prasad. The team
included Mr Tony Taniwan, BOD, Gunung Steel Corporation, Mr
Ashari Taniwan, BOD, Gunung Steel Corporation, Mr Jung Seo
Park, Marketing Director (Steel Business), Daewoo International,
Mr Biplab Kumar Dutta, COO, Gunung Steel Corporation, Mr
Seongdae Kim, Daewoo International and Mr Ko Young Choon.

Pride is ours
Industry Leadership Award conferred to CEO, DSP

Mr. P K Singh, CEO, DSP being conferred with the award

Mr. P K Singh, CEO, DSP was conferred with the Industry
Leadership Award - 2013 by the Metallurgical and Materials
Engineering Division of the Institution of Engineers (India) in a
national seminar held at the local centre of the IE (I). He was
given the award for his action-oriented and motivational
leadership and for his extraordinary contributions to the
metallurgical industry. The two-day national seminar was
organized by the IE (I), Durgapur Chapter on the theme ‘Recent
trend and advancement of technology in steel & allied
industries’. Dr. S K Bhattacharyya, former Managing Director,
DSP and Steel Chair Professor, BESU was the chief guest on
the occasion.

Munmun achieves excellence
in Business Management
Ms Munmun Mitra working as a Senior Manager
in Human Resource Department of RSP has
achieved excellence in Executive PG Diploma
in Business Management in the 3-year course
for working professionals from Xavier Institute
of Management, Bhubaneswar. Ms Mitra
stood third in a batch of 64 students in the
class of 2014. Ms Mitra was felicitated for
her outstanding achievement by CEO, Mr GS
Prasad.
June-July 2014
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Atreyi rocks
Indian music circuit
Atreyi Bhattacharyya, the 9-year old daughter of Mr. Sanjoy Bhattacharyya,
AGM (MM), RSP-Unit Office, Mumbai, and Mrs Soma Bhattacharyya,
renowned playback singer, has created a reputation for herself as a singing
sensation. A student of 5th grade of Vibgyor High School, Mumbai, she
has sung in many TV serials, like ‘Yeh rishta kya kehlata hai’ and ‘Chhota
Bheem’. She won the first prize in an Inter-School singing competition.
She holds first class degrees in Junior Diploma Examinations in Hindustani
Classical Vocal and Kathak Dance from Bharti Kala Kendra, Lucknow.

SAIL, RSP school posts excellent
results in ICSE and ISC exams

Living up to the tradition of achieving academic excellence, the students
of Ispat English Medium School, Sector-20 of RSP performed
outstandingly well in the ICSE and ISC examinations. In the ICSE
examination 50 students bagged 90% or above marks, with 20 of these
students scoring 95% or more. Malay Kumar Mohanta, s/o Mr Maheswar
Mohanta, Senior Operative, Blast Furnace, scored 97.7% and bagged the
first position in the school, while Chandan Behera s/o Mr Ujjaleswar
Behera, Deputy Manager, Civil Engineering Services notched up 97.3%
to bag the second position in the school. The third position was bagged
by Pratyush Samantray, s/o Mr PK Samantray, Shipper, ERWPP with
97.1%.
In the ISC examination, 16 students bagged 90% and above marks.
Anuva Acharya, d/o Mr Subrat Acharya, DGM (Projects) and Dr Sumitra
Rath, Assistant Director (M&HS), Padmanav Mishra, s/o Mr. Trilochan
Mishra, Senior Technician, Roll Shop and Sagarika Roy Choudhury, d/o
Mr SS Roy Choudhury, AGM (Blast Furnace, Mechanical) shared the first
position in the school with 94.8 % marks. The second place was bagged
by Utkal Ranjan Sahoo, s/o Mr. Prafulla Kumar Sahoo, Senior
Technician, Sports Section with 94.6% marks. Utkal is also a chess
player with international ranking. The third place went to Kajal Sen, d/o
Mr. P.K. Sen, Senior Executive Assistant, Personnel, who got 94%
marks.

Utkal Ranjan Sahoo
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Events and Happenings
DSP re - certiﬁed for social accountability standards

TUV auditors recommending recertification

Through an extensive audit conducted by M/s TUV, DSP has been re-certified
to SA 8000: 2008. The SA 8000: 2008 certification pertains to social
accountability standards being practiced by an organisation in sync with
international norms. In the closing meeting attended by senior officials of DSP
on 29.03.2014, the auditors from M/s TUV recommended the re-certification.
Mr P K Singh, CEO, DSP said, “Social accountability and Ethical business
practices are the cornerstone of DSP’s functioning. The re-certification to SA
8000: 2008 is a testimony to DSP’s sustained efforts in this direction”. SA
8000 is an international standard based on Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, United Nations Conventions on the Rights of the Child and 13
conventions of the International Labour Organisation. While auditing Durgapur
Steel Plant on various aspects of the SA 8000: 2008, the experts from M/s
TUV expressed their satisfaction on the efforts of DSP in upholding the
standards in its functioning. DSP was initially certified to SA 8000: 2008 in
February 2010.

Safety
National Safety Week observed at SAIL

Mr P K Singh, CEO, DSP flagging off the safety rally

Mr. Madhusudan hoisting safety flag at ED (Works) building

Durgapur Steel Plant (DSP) observed National Safety Week, recently. The theme of this year’s National Safety Week was ‘Manage
stress at Workplace and Control Hazards’. On the first day of the observance, Mr. P K Singh, CEO, DSP flagged off a safety rally
in the steel township.In line with the objectives of National Safety Week celebration, DSP organized several programs throughout the
week to spread the message of importance of safety and safe working practices to all sections of employees and their families. A
series of programs including hoisting of safety flag inside the plant, awareness campaigns, safety quizzes for the employees and also
for the housewives and girl students, safety skits by employees, sit & draw competition, safety quiz for school children, road safety
campaigns inside the plant and township, safety awareness programs for employees and contractors’ workers among others were
organised throughout the week.
June-July 2014
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A similar celebration was organised by the Cold
Rolling Mill, Zonal Safety Commitee of Rourkela
Steel Plant comprising CRM, Silicon Steel Mill
(SSM) & Roll Shop. A safety week campaign was
held at Cold Rolling Mill of RSP from May 26th to
31st. CEO, RSP, Mr. Prasad graced the concluding
function as the Chief Guest. He inaugurated a
safety exhibition on the occasion and along with
other dignitaries went around the stalls and took a
keen interest in the models displayed. An Odia
safety drama staged by employees of the
departments was the highlight of the programme.

Safety Workshop at CHRD
A workshop was organized at the Centre for Human Resource
Development (CHRD) of DSP on the theme ‘Integration of
safety in work culture’, that coincided with the National Safety
Week celebrations at the plant. The eminent faculty members
gave an audio visual presentation on the subject and interacted
with the participants. Around 75 employees from various
departments participated in this workshop. The faculty members
highlighted that the ideal workplace safety culture would promote
an organisational belief system which was built on the premise
that ‘no-one gets hurt’ and ‘injuries and accidents can be
prevented’.
Safety workshop

Safety workshop
for contractual
workers at BSL
BSL’s Safety department acquainted
contractual workers about Safety Rules
& Regulations during a Safety Training
&
Safety
Awareness
Workshop
organised at HRCF department on June
12. The participants were oriented with
safety, health and environment related
issues. A film on general safety in the
plant was also screened to highlight
physical hazards that can become
source of injuries and accidents.
June-July 2014
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